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Bergson is TlOp1l1ar in pliilosophic circles and

has been hailed as ushering 'in a nevI era in

the' tisto···S of thou,;bt. ,His philosoph;y fun-.

damer:tally is distingl1isbble frot1 all pre

. ceedinC systems and contemporaneous systems.

His work should be ap ~oached from the stand

point of the history of philosophy to get

him in his proper histo~ical setting. We must

. ·.try to .discover bow tl-:e problems Bergson is

try in.; to s ;)1ve -aJ:'ose. Did these problems

originate wtth Bergson? Let us locate the

problems and examine Bergson1s sblutions to
. ,

ooe hQw far the;y are new and original and what·

they add to previous solutions.

';, An investigation of Ber-gson t s three

chief books: 'Time and Free Will~ 1889; Matter

and Memory, 1896; and Creative Evolution, 1907;

shows the fundamental problem underlying all

three·to be the old problem of the possibility

of tile lc,owlec1c;e of ul- imate reali ty. The

old Ql.lestion appears again: trIs l\'Ietaphysics

possi Ille'? tr



Let us briefly state Kant's position in

regard ~o the question; and then 'seeethe re

lat~ou of subsequent philosophy and finally the

philosophy of Bergson to the philosphy of

"Kant ~n this point.

Experience is~ for Kant, the ~ystem of

phenomena in which the spatial and temporal

. synthesis of sensation is determined by the

rules of tte understanding. "Thus nature is

the object of an Ha,priori lf knowledge; for

the cate50~ies hold for all experience,' because

eXperiGllCe is crounded ollly through them.

And there are ce::"tain univGrally and necc,ss-
. "

arily valid prinpiples and highest premises

of all natural sciencepwhich are universally

and nGce&so.rily valid without any empirical"

proofs. Such are the principles, that"in

nature substance is permanent, that~its

quantnm can be neithe~" increased or dimin-

ished \) tllat all chages take place accordiuu" to

the law of cause and effect and ttat all s11b-

stallces are in thJroughb:0ing reciprocity ;)r

"interaction. Thes~ princiiles contain what



Kant culls the metaphysics of nature.

·In accordance with Kant1s ~resuppos

itions, however, his metaphysics of nature

'ca~l~ be only a meh:.l.phySics of phenomena and

no other is possible, for the categories are

for~s for relating and as such· are in them-

selves empty; they can·refer-to an object

only tI1:cough Vee medium of perceptions,

which present a manifold content to be

corriliined. This perception, however, is, in the

case Jf~us men,' only the sensuous perception"
,

in the forms of space and time. and a content· .

for ~hGir synthetic function we have only that

gi~en in sensatiop~. Accordingly the only

object of human knowledge is experience, i.e.

phenomenal appearance; and the division of

. objects of knowledge into pheno~ena and nou-

mena which has been usual since Plato, has no

s'ense. A knowledge 'of . hings-in-themselves'

extending beyond experience, ,is a nonentity.

a Chimera.

.?
"
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But has, then the conception of the
- .

thing in itself any relational me~ning at

.. all'f and is not, together wi th this·, the

desi£n~tion of all objects·of our know-

ledge .as "'Phenomenalf also wi thout meaning?

This question was the turning point. of Kant's
"

reflection. Hitherto all that the naive

conception of the world regards as lfobject lf
. ,

had been resolved partly into sensations~ .

partly into synthetic forms of perception

and understanding; nothing seems to remain

beside the individual conscou~ness as truly

> exi sting, except the consc i ou'sness in gen-

eral the transcendantal apperception •. But

Jlhere, then, are the lfthings fI of which Kant

declared that it never came into his mind to I I,

deny their reality? /

The conception of the thing in itself

can, to be sure, no lringer have the positive

content in the crittque of reason which it

preViously had; it can no longer be the ob-

ject of purely rational knowledge, it can



no longer be.an "object" at all. But it-
.

is no contradiction merely to think it.

Prima~ily,purelyhypoih~tically and as
, ' ,

,something the reality of which is neither

to be affirmed nor to be denied~-a mere

prorrlematic conception.

Roumena, or thines in themselves are

thinkable, in the negative sense, objects .. '

of a non-sensuousperception'of which~ to,

be sure, our knowledge can'predicate absQ-

I.:;,

~

lut'ely nothing- .... they m;'e thinkable as
,

miting conceptions of experience.

li-

If we should deny the reality of things-

in-themselves llall would be immediately re-

solved into phenomena", and we should thus

be venturing the assertion that nothing is

real except what appeafs to man, or to other

sensqls1y respective beings. But this

assertion would be a presumption completely

incapable ,of proof. Transcendental ideal-

ism must, therefore 1 not deny the reality

of"noumena; it must only remain conscious

that they cannot in any vI/iee become objects



of human know~edge. Things-in-t~emselves must

be ,thought, b.ut are not knowable .. Thus it is

.justifiable to designate the objects of. human

:jrnowledge as Honly pb;enomena".

Was this position of Kant ever really

undermined by subsequent philosophy? This is
\

an extremely difficult question, but one of

the greatest importance for our stUdy of Berg~

sen. The. problem which contr~ls the whole of

as the real as it appears':''' Kant's immediate

successors who develope the post-Kantian Ger-

man idealism are not altogether satisfied with

Kant's treatment of this problem. Jacobi,

(Windelland's History of Philosophy, p.573-4J,

one of the earliest opponents of Kant, assents

that without the presuppositions of realism

one could not enter the Kantian system, and

wi th the same co'uld not .remain in it; for tne

conception of th~ sensibility introduced at

.'
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the beginning involves the causal relation of

being affec ted by things-in-'themse lves, it ·is

forbidden to think. In this contradiction of

.professing to think things-in-themselves an~

yet of not being permi tted, to think them, the

whole critiQue of the reason moves.

Jacobi 1 s criticism is not to fall into

nihilism or absolute scepticism; the transcen

dental idealist must have the courage to ~ssert

the "s trongest ti idealism: he must declare that

only phenomena are.
f

Schultz and ruainon following (Widleland

579-581) continued the attacks on the Kantian

conception of the thing-in-itself, the full

idealistic disintegra~ion of which was the work

of Fichte. According to Fichte consciousness

is not a product of things, but things are a

product of consciousness, the conception of the

thing-in-itself and with it the antithesis of

being and consciousness completely disappear.

An object exists only for'a subject and the

common' ground of both is the reason, the n'I n



which perceives itself and its action. All

I /

being is comprehensible only·a~ a product of
_ .

. reason, and the sUbject matter of .philosophi-

cal.knowledge is the system of-reason.

As far as I can make out, .every opponent

of Kant's position in regard to the-conception

of the thing in itself, obliterates the dis

tinction which. exists between saying that'it

is not possible to know whether categorie~

are ap-plicable b~yond experience, and say.ing

that they are not applicable. They obliterate
,

the distinction between the denial of the

possibility of knowledge of a thin~'s exis

tence and denial of its existence. Few

people can realize that in limiting their

assertions they do not limit the universe.

FolLowing Fichte, Hegel developes in·

wonderful fashion.the conception of the sys

tem of reason for which we have seen the'way

is prepared. For him the underlying princi

ple of all philosophic knowledge is that what

is reasonable is real and what is real is

reasonable. Thus the system pf reason is

the sale rea1i ty and t.he complete system is



abso lu·te reality •. Now it is qui tena tural to

su~~ose that anyone who has given much time to

Hegelian ways of thinking. would be likely to

come to the conclusion that· concentration of

consciousness is reality and this is just what

Bergso~ seems to feel. The difficulty. how

ever. which confronts him, and which his study

of ,biology tends to em~hasize. is that the

Hegelian system of reason. like the system of

, spi~o,a. is a logical system, and so is time

less. The whole'conce~tion seems static,

immobile. and very far ,removed from. lif~ as

we know it. In fact it seems iTreconcilable

to the facts of life. Can the Hegeiian logi

cal unity be restored .inside biological ~lu

rality, and thus be converted, into a living

rality? It is the same old question with

which philosophy has' been struggling through
..

the centuri~~--the relation of logic' to meta-

physics.

The fundamental difficuLty with the

logical conce~tion of reality as the system

/ U
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of reason, is that this system in its com-

p1eteness is timeless. 1'1me', the most

essential attribute of 'our consciousness,

is neglected. So Bergson turns to the

inve~tigation of the conception of time in

orde~ ·to see if time cannot b~ introduced

. into the logical system so that the latter

may live. His examination of the conception

of time leads him to the conclusion that all

attempts to understand real time or duration,
,

by means of the intellect end in failure.

The jntel1ect regards ~ime as a homogeneous

medium capable of division into parts and of

measurement. The results of thus introdu-.

cing into the conception of time that of

space are insoluble paradoxes. This forces

him to reject the intellect as capable of
-knowing the ultimate reality as it'appears

. in duration. He decides, however, that it

is capable of dealing with matter, and that

as long as it is limited to this, its own

sphere, it reveals to'us reality, and it is

only when it attacks the problems of life

II.



and consciousness that it's results are rela-

tive., or rather sympo lic •

If then, intellect-is unable to give us

knowledge concerning vital questions, are we

to be lef~ forever in the dark in regard-to

them? No, Bergson says, there is in man ano-
-.

ther-and a dee~er faCUlty, namely intuition,

which gives us what we seek. Intuition is

a sort 01 mental sym~athy by means of which

one may transfer himself into the minds of

rea:l.i tY,. The mind becomes one wi th its 'ob:'

ject. Reality is lived and in being lived is.

known. The knowledge·which is gainea. in this

way is, true enough, flickering and feeble,

because intuition in man is in such an unde-

velo~ed state, but it is nevertheless absolute

knowledge not ~henomenal, for it is reality

itself which we know. ~hus the ~o-ssibility of

-meta~hysics denied by Kant is now affirmed and

the facts w~ich Kant claimed could not become

- objects of knowledge, facts relating to our

personality, freedom, destiny, etc •• , which

he said can only be objects for faith are

/2.
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restored by Hergson as objects of knowledge

by means of intuition.

If, however, the assertion of the'

'successors of Kant, that ultimate reality,

is ~ the'nature of consciousness, is dog-

maticrather than critical and their con-

sequent annihilation of the conception of

the thing-in~itselfthereforenot justifiable,

then Kant1s position remains 'unshaken and,
.

Bergson's rejection of the intellect in fa-

vour of the intuition does not affect 'the

questio~ of the possibility of metaphysics.·

Before we conside~ the possibility of

accepting his claim to have restored meta

physics we must first accept the Fichtean,

Hegelian dogmatically idealistic basis on

which it rests now, however firmly we may

believe that ultimate reality is of the na-

ture of consciousness"we still have no right

to claim this as certain knowledge. And so

it seems to me that Kant's position stands

and that consequently Bergson's attempt to

I ,?

l
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re-establish meta~hysics has failed.

But if our rejection of Bergson's claim

shoulQ perchance be justifiable, we shoulQ

not, of course, be.justified in throwing out

his whole philosophy. His work is filled with

seconQary problems of exceeQingly great impDr

tance and his solutions are very plausible anQ

most sugg~stive. -Let us examine some of his

particular problems and see if we can discover

in the history of' philosophy similar solutions

from which his may have been Qerive~ and .bY so
,

Qoing- to throw light upon his philosophy. We

recognize that originality is no criterion of

value; anQ -that to Qiscover that something which

Bergson says has been saiQ before, is in.no

way to discredit it or him. But it shoulQ help

us to unQerstandhim better.

Bergson1s antithesis between the two known

kinds of being,i1 ex tenQed things H and conscious

ness/and also his emphasis upon the superior

certainty of the existence of consciousness are

"of course two of the fundamental ideas of the

","-
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philosophy of. Descartes. Noris Bergson's

view new that time is an ess~ntial attribute

of our consciousness. It is a familiar' his-

torical fact that it has already been pro-
,

pounded by Kant as may be seen from his psy-

chological scheme wh~ch was as follows: (1)

The sensuous exterior is the capacity of

apprehending those objects which appear in the

time order of experience as having spatia~

relations. (2) T4e sensuous interior'is the

power of having and objectifying npn-s~atial

\

I '5.0

,
experiences such as pleasure and pain and the

other feelings. Also'ultimately thought, ideas,

imaginations come under this heading. (3) The

sensus intimus is the capacity -of arranging

both (1) and -(2) into a unity which entirely is

incapable of being divorced from the idea of

time.

But Bergson says Kant's great mistake was

to take time as, a homogeneous medium. If this

view of the nature of time is wrong what has'

Bergson to offer in its place? Time, or, as

I
i
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he prefers tO,call it, duration, is neither

equivalent to the timeless nor is it the

time which is spread out in distinct moments,

but it is something between these two. He

argues thus: we can think of the elements of

'a series of succession as constituting a

numerical aggregate only if we represent them

as 'co-existing. We can represent them as

co-existing only if we picture them as juxta-
, , '

posed in space: and consequently, to thin~

of'the moments: and consequently, to thtnk ..

of the moments of time as forming a series

'of distinc t and numerable m.oments is to

reduce the temporal to the spatial and to

convert succession into simultaneity. The

categories of quantity in any ordinary sense,

are pertinent then only to space and spatial

things; and time and therefore consciousness

in it's true nature is non-quantitative and

without any rel~tion to number. 1f not, then,

is not time reduced to the timeless'? No, it's

true nature is revealed by the intuition. Our

, "



imagination, Our ordinary intellecpual pro

cesses of thought, are bound up with spatial

imagery, given over to the habit of thinking

in terms of number and 'luantity, and acc.ustomed

to deal with objects of thought as oU$side one

another • They , therefore, if left uncorrec ted

always misrepresent the nature of time, and

conse'luen~ly the nature of reality. But intu-'

itien reveals that in duration the moments'

fuse, interpenetrate, in fact are ~without

rec~procal externaii ty;' • Duration is a suc

cession in which there is no distinction of

"before ll and Tlafter'!; not instantaneous and yet

with no Quantitative character; a sequence to

which the idea of a serial order is ,wholly

inapplicable; an~ indivisible totality of the

past and the presen,t which is at once continu

ally moving. This, though appearing self

contradictory to intelligence is yet the way

in which the true nature of duration as revealed

by intuition is expressed in words.

N~. A. Lovejoy in his article in mind,

/ y
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Oct. 1913, on-nsome an.ecedents. of· the philo

sophy of Bergson", discusses this conception

of duration. He shows that this apparently

paradoxical conception and th~ reasoning on

which it i's based is not an innovation of Berg

sonls, but that substantially the same theory

had been earlier developed in the two influ-

ential li'rench semi-Kantian schools of the 19th
.

century, the school of Havaisson and the school

of Lenovier. . Ravaisson in his "Essai sur .1 1 ha-

bitude", 1838, maintains the four fol'loQwing pro

positions: (l) that to think of a Quanti'ty as

made up of 'distinct elements~ or to think of

members, is to respect the parts or units as

coexistent, (2) that coexistence, in twin, can

be represented only in the form of spatial juxta

position, (3) that conseQuently, t~ think·of

anything as an "extensive" i.e. a divisible

Quanti ty is to think of it as spatial t (4)

that all that belongs to space is out of time:

there, although it is true that Ra.va.isson

failed to draw the manifest consequences \
, ...,

we have the same fundamental p~opositmons as

..
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those from which Bergson drew his conclusion

that to bring real time--not the mathemati-

cian's abstraction, but the time which is the

form of consciousness itself, the lime that is

lived under the category of extensive quantity

is to misrepresent it.

Also among some of the disciples of

Lenovier in the neo-critical school notably

there' is to be tound a'still closer approxima

tion tp Bergson's,most ~requently reiterated

metaphysical contention. Lovejoy sums up the
,

contention thus: (1) ~he primary and most cer-

tain reality is of the sort we best know inward-

ly i.e. our own i~ner conscious existence; (2)

this existence is essentially, temporal. lt is

a p~ocess of absolute becoming; (3)th~ great

task of contemporary philosophy is therefore

,that of determining the nature of this "real ll

of inner experience; (4) It's nature is habitu-

ally misrepresented by our ordinary thought,

owing to our habi t of thinking of time., under

the form of space; (5) when this representation

is corrected it turns out that real time is an

/;
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existence o£ which quantitative an~ numerical

attributes cannot be predicated and to which

atl concepts and presuppositions of mathemati

cal thought are inapplicable.

Of these five propositions the first four

were held generally by the neo-critical school,

and the third and fourth were specially pro

minent in neo-critical writings during the de

cade preceeding the publication of Bergson's

first book. In this school all four of these

doctrines were in fact an avowedly developed

from certain Kantian principles. The fifth
,

proposition, although of less_general accep- _

tance, had nevertheless been enunciated by

Dauriac and with certain inconsistencies by

Moel, and consequently they also attach the

doctrine of the psycho-physicists that a ma

thematical psychology is possi"ble. Bergson
\
\ supported this fifth proposition in three ways:

(a) Fi!st, by the psychological observa~ion that

psycgic states, notably those of the affective

sort, cannot be compared as homogeneous quanti-



ties but only as qualities. This observation

was converted by him into the belief that

psychic states "indivisibly penetnate!1 orie

another and this in turn by a confusion of

ideas, was transferred from the relation be

tween -the content characteristic of two mo-

ments' of consciousness to the relation between

the existential dates of the moments themselves.

But this very observation, conversion ~nd con-
p

fusion had al~eady been made by Dauriac.

(b) Bergsonis second support to the fifth pro

position was that view about the logical rela

tion between the ideas of number, co-existence

and spatial extension which we have seen was

expressed by Ravaisson in 1838, though it·s

full implication had not been drawn out by him.

It had also been fully and-clearly expressed.

by Noel in 1883.

IC) The third support lies in the belief that

it alone enables us to escape the paradoxes

of the continuum while at the same time main~

taining the irreducible reality of time. In



\

the importance which Bergson attaches to these

paradoxes Bergson is once more on neo-critical ~

ground, although in the precise way he uses,

he is, Lovejoy thinks, without precursor. His

solution, though original, se~ms confusing and

unconvincing •. It apparently consists of a re-

affirmation of both sides of the antihomies,

together with· the assertion that the c6ntradic

tions discovered is the attribute of pure dura-

tion oannot be real contradictions, because

what is real and actually given in intuition

cannot be self-contradictory and pure duration

with these attributes is a reality given in

intuition.

The view of Bergson regarding memory·

(Bretn1s History.of Psychology, p.308) bear a

marked resemblance to those of Plotinus. Both

regard memory as distinatively a spiritual

manifestation. Plotinus, with the most pene-

trating insight saw what.all attempts to explain

memory as an after effect of sensation were
~

fundamentally wrong. Memory ~o him is a state



which may be described as an affection of the

soul a~art from the body._ The body may assist

or hinder the soul in its efforts, but the body

does not remember in the pro~er sense of the

term." (Brett, History of Psychology, page 308).

Bergson1s position is very similar. Memory, he

says, is radically distinct from perce~tion and

cannot be explained by it. As long as we con-

fine ourselves to perception, we can hardly be

said to be dealing with spirit. But "when we
~

pass from pure perception to memory we' definite- .

ly abando~ matter fro\ spiri t'i. He"is like pio

tinus in laying great stress on the fact that

"memory is something other than a function of

the brain".

In Beigson's definitions of matter the

essential frdea seems to be that some things are

out of my control, they appear and disappear

independently of my will, and so I cannot help

thinking there is' something else in the world

beside my consciousness. Latter seems to qe

essentially first to those things which we can-'

not control completely at will. This method of



arriving at the non-self is the same which

"Berkley employed.

In connection with Bergson's theory of the

superiority of the intuition ~ver the intellect

it ,is interesting to read. the following -para-

gra-ph in Wind.bland.'s history of philoso-phYt on

the'philosophy of Ja~obi who has been mentioned.

above as an early opponent of Kant's philosophy.
i:J

"J~cobi oppose~,the transcendental uncertainty

of Kant what he calls Faith. All truth is

knowLedge of the actual; but the actual asserts

itself in human consciousness not through

thought but through feeling; just Kant's experi

ment proves that thought alone moves in a circle

out of which there js no aocess to actualitYt

in an endless series of the conditioned in which

no unconditioned. is to be found.. The fund.amen-

tal law of calwali ty may indeed. be formula ted.

in exactly this manner. There is nothing uncon-

ditioned. Knowledge t therefore, is the sense

of thought that can be d.emon~trated. is in its

very nature t Jacobi sayst a doctrine of the

mechanical necessity of all that is finite;

and it is the interest of science, that there



be no God--ipdeed a God who could be known would

be no God. Even he who is in his heart a Christ

ian must be in his head a'heathen; he who will

'brine into ',his'intellect the light which in his

heart quenches it. But this knowledge is ~nly

a mediate knowing; the true, immediate knowing.

is feeling; in this we are' trbtly one wi:th the

object and possess it as we ~ossess ourselves in

th~~rtain~y of a faith that has no proof. This

feeline, however as reeards i'ts objects is of

,a twofold kind, the ~eality of the serisuous re

veals itself to us in perception, that of the

supersensuous in the "Reason". Fo~ this, super

natural sensualism, therefore, "reason" yigni

fies the immediate feeling of the reality of the

supersensuous, of God, free~om and immortality

and mmrality.' In his limitation Kant's &ualism

of theoretical and practical reason. and of the

pri~acy of the latter, returned in Jacobi to be

placed, in the service of a mystical extravagance

of' feeling, which maifests itself also in the

character of a s~yle which is warm and full of



sVirit but rhapsodical and more given to asser-

tion than ~roof .. On reading this raragraph one

cannot fail to be struck by the remarkable rese

emblance it reveals between the doctrine of

Jacobi and that of Bergson. Here is the same

distrust of the intellect as capable of knowing

reality. The true ways of knowing the object,

. for Jacobi, through feeling; for Bergson, thro-

ugh intuitton, seem very much alike. Jacobi 1 s

feeling and Bergson's intuition are b~th proc-

esses by which we become one with the object.
/

. . .
The knQweldge of. the reality of the sensuous'

.which feeling~ has for Jacobi is paralleled by

Bergson's knowledge of the reality of matter,

and both Jacobi and Bergson restore ·to know-

ledge through feeling and intuition those fact~

of the supersensuous which Kant excluded from

the sphere of knowledge.

The ske-pticism in regar·d to the intellect

as a faculty of knowing, which we see here in·

Jacobi has born fruit also in somewhat differ-

ent direction. It has given rise to that method

2. l



in philosophy, known as pragmatism, about

which we have heard so much in resent years.

Pragmatism rejects the cl~im thatiintellect

by means of a rigorous logic can arrive at

truth. All its attempts to do so produce un-

solved inconsistenc:tes., contradictions and par

ado~es and there is no hope 6f settling the age~

long conflict of~philosophy in this ~ay.

But is there no other criterion of truth

than the rule Df consistency offered by the rat-

ionalists? Yes, the"[Jragmatist says, utility,

workableness can be ~ade a criterion, and, more

over, this is the only criterion which gives sat-

isfaction. The tast of the truth of an hypothes~

is or belief is whether it will or will not work.

In proportion to its workableness is it true.

Now, in his view.of the intellect Bergson is

at one with the pragmatists. He is like them in
. .

asserting the capacity of thB- inte~lect to know

the u1t :ima,te rea li ty b;,/' mean$ of logic. AILsa he

is ~ragmatic :in claiming that the so called

truths of reason are tools for actionuand noth-

ing more, and that therefore utility is their



only possible criterion~

Thus far Bergson is a praGmatist but no far-

there His fundamental doctrines are opposed to

praematism. For he asserts the existence of an

absolute truth; and one, moreover, to which there

corresponds a special knowing faculty, intuition.

Thus against the Pragmatists Bergson asserts

that we can have absolute knowledge ~f the ult-

imate nature of reality.

Bergson's epistomology is a result of his

voluntaristic metaphysics, while most pragm~~~
I .

ists have no metaphysics, but substitute a vol~

untarism in its place. And those pragmatists

who have any metaphysics at all proceed to it

through epistomology and so they and Bergson are

moving in onposite directions.

The last half century has seen a great adv-

ance in psychology, which, .it·-;'is claimed, has

at last taken its place among the sciences. It.

is now defined as the science. of immediate ex-

perience, instead of, ~s in ancient times, the

science of the soul and later as the science of



,
inner ex~erience. The leader of this new move-

men t is Wi lhe 1m Vlund t. Bergson says tha t he ac

ce~ts the wundtian psychology· so it ~s inter~

esting and inst~uctive to discover the relation

of his philoso~hy to Wundtian psychology. And

here the chief point to determine is the relat-

ion of intuition to Wundt's immediateexperienc~.

Just what is meant as .experience as immediately

given is extremely difficult to grasp. To ex-

pe~ience things immediately does not seem the
,

ordinary every-day way of experiencing. For,

one of the first things that the student. of

psychology is told is that the psychological

point of view is not easy to understand and

that it will probably be a long time before he

will be able to attain this psychological att-

itude. In our usual experience, it seems, we

do not look at the facts of consciousness from

the psychological point of view. We see objects

as men, animals, houses, etc. and do not think

of them as proceases of consciousness. For

instance, I am at present sitting in the Refer-
!

ence library, at about two o'clock in the after-

.J



noon. seated at one of the many tables. At

other tables there are scattered here and there

throughout the large hall, men and women, read~

/ingor writing. Along the sides of the hall
-

are bookshelves filled with books, etc. etc.

I hear the noisy rattle of street cars as they

~ass along the street just outside. Inside the

hall it is com~aratively qUiet--the only noises

being the rustle of books, the scra~ing of chairs,

the walking to and fro, and an occasional cough.

It makes a very good'~lace to work and I enjoy

it. These and many ot4er things of a similar

nature are in my ex~erien6e. This is the ord

inary common 'sense way of looking at things.

Now change to the psyc~ological point of

view. What is my experience now? I begin with

exactly the same experience, but instead of con

tinuing to regard it as before, I ~roc~ed to

analyze it carefully. I get in ~erce~tion var-

ious colours--green, white, brown, etc., in var-

ious qualities arid quantities.; sounds, bodily

feelings, etc., together with certain memory,

'/



imaginational and emotional factors, and all are

related together in certain time and space rela-
"-
tions. 1 find that this complex experience. at 0

times undergoes great and rapid changes. Some

times the perceptive factors increase greatly in

permanence until they dominaIDe the whole cons-

o ciousness and some of these perceptive factors

may become much more prominent than others.

oounds, smells, bodily feelings may decrease un

til there is little but colour left. Again the

perceptive factors may all decrease and memory,

imagination or emotional factors respectively,

may dominate the experience, although, I find,

never to the total exclusion of the other fac

tors. My experience is always a complex. I not

ice farther that during all these remarkabe chan-

. ges of my experience, while the emotional, mem

ory andimaginational factors are constantly

changing not only in prominence but disappearing

as others· take 'their places, yet the perceptive

factors, while varying greatly in prominence

still remain on hand in a comparatively constant

manner. I seem capable of controlling the mem-



..

ory and imaginational and even the ,emotional

factors in a manner, not at all ~ossible with

the ~erce~tive factors.

It seems, then, that when I ado~ted the

~sychological ~oint of view all I did was ~o re

gard ex~er!ence with a view to analyzing it.

'Physics also analyz~s but its analysis is of a

different ,nature. It regards ~rocesses of con-.

scionsness or ~arts of experience from a defin

ite point of view of matter and motion. All

th;'natural sciences regard objects mediately as

if they existed independently of consciousness'

and they examine them from this point of view.

Thus a ~art of experience fa ls outside their scope

altogether, and this they make notattempt to an

alyze. 'Psychology claims to take -the whole of

experience as it is given immeQiately and to in-

vestigate it without making any abstraction. This

is a tremendously difficult thing to do. It is

not so difficult when dealing with colours of"per

ception. For example, I can look at a certain
.

s~ace andanalyze it into co~ours of different



quality and quantity in certain time and spac~

relations. But with ideas of a more abstract

nature such as, for exam~le, those I re~resent

when I say that I believe that A likes B more

than B likes A, it is a very different matter.

In such intricate and complex, although very

ordinary cases it seems almost im~ossible to an-

alyze my ex~erience from the immediate ~sycho

logical point of view. However, the position Of

psychology is that all experience is c~pable of
{

such analysis. Another fundamental principle

is that experience is always a unity. It is

given as a unity of rel~ted plurality and al

ways remains a unity no matter what the extent

to which the process of analysis is carried. On

the other hand it is also always a complex. No

'matter how little analYSis is done plurality is

always present.

Now how is Bergson's intuition related to

this psychology? Although I am by no means certain

of what he means by intuition yet what I think

he is getting at is this: his intuition isa



sort of concentration of consciousness by which

certain factors come into ~rominence while others

fade~ Experience, as we have seen, is a plurality

in unity; a unity of. plurality. Now when we look

at it fvom the point of view of its unity and con

centrate on that aspect of it we co~e more and

more to see exper~ence as a totality in which no

analysis has taken place. The distinctions

which analysis produces are less and less in

eVidance. The plurality tends more and more to

disappear until finally by an almost superhuman

effort of concentration we· attain to intuition

and the plurality has completely disappeared.

We have arrived at pure unity, unity without

plurality. All distinction between SUbject and

object has vanished; ·we become one with reality.

We live reality and thereby we know it·. We.know

it .in the only way it can truly be known and we

discover that reality is essentially duration.

Again concentr~ting on the plurality as

pect of experience the unity finally disappears

and we have an intuition of matter.

f
.?



But the question still remains as to values

of intuition as the basis for a method of Fhil-

osophy even granting its possibility.

(1) What security have I that I actually

grasp the ess~nce of a thing by intuition? Ac

cepting Kant's position which I.cannot see has

ever been undermined there seems to be no poss-

ible security.

(2) Intuitions only come at rare intervals

and only last a very short t1me. It seems doubt

ful if an intuition could remain as a possession

with its acquirer. How oan a methodical system

atic oonnection be possible in the sum total of

isolated intuitions? This question must remain

unanswered until we have been able to reach in-

tuition for ouselves. Then we shall.probably kg

know the ~nswer.

The intense personal subjectivism of Berg

son, in its resemblance to certain elements in

the specul~tive system of Leibnitz; and in its

contrast to the· more objective system of t~e mom
.....------...."

Kant; completes a close parallel to the relation

between do-Platonism as represented by Platinus
{

and the system of Aristotle and Plato. In the

general nature of his Philosophy, as well as in

many of its particular solutions, Bergson is the



A critical study of Bergson's philosophy,

however, is in a most valuable and stimulating

undertaking even if all his conclusions were

wrong, which it would be ridiculous to s~ppose,

he would still be most valuable because he is

making people think and think deeply. For,

as he is concerned with the most fundamental

questions in philosophy, such as the fundam

ental questimns in philosophy, such,as the

possibility of/metaphysics, the possibility

and limits of intellectual knowledge, the re

lation of mind to body, of time and space one

can only hope to refute his doctrines by get

ting right down to fundamentals. This affords

the opportuhity and in fact neoessitates the re-

examining of the fundamental bases on which one's

own philos,ophy rests and assuring oneself of their

validity.

J t .


